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One of the alternative ways of learning that have been
generated and have become applicable thanks to
technological progress. Simply put, Distance Learning is
the concept of learning which can be achieved without
students’ physical face-to-face presence. The
development of information and communication
technology tools have made this restructured study
mode applicable.
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HERD IMMUNITYHERD IMMUNITYHERD IMMUNITY

Herd immunity occurs when a large port ion of  a
community (known as “ the herd”)  becomes immune to a
disease, whether through vaccinat ion or previous
infect ion To put i t  more simply:  once the level  of
immunity passes a certain threshold,  then the pandemic
wi l l  start  to die out because there are not enough new
people to infect .
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According to Torok, when there exists  vulnerable 
and dependent individual who rely on their own

 progress,failing is not much of an option.

If you're accepting the possibility of failing, you
 must  certainly consider the consequences

 on these related parties.

Before starting out on a new venture, you must
 figure out the four prime W's- Who you are,
 what you're aiming at, when and where you

 come from and finally wish to go.

Social Entrepreneurship is the need of the hour
giving back to our society is non-negotiable.

FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM -@THEPIONEERSCONCLAVE
for more updates

In a weighed discussion with Mr.Terry Torok,
Chief Innovation Officer at Enactus we
discussed about failures, misfires and defeats.

Unlike the usual coddling ideas of Failure is a
stepping stone to success , Mr Terry believes
that failure is not always okay.
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